World Class Trophies &Alaskan Adventure

The Last Frontier
l o d g e • a l a s k a

Year after year, hunters travel to Alaska, Kyrgyzstan, and Mongolia to go on a world class trophy hunt
with Cavner and Julian. From the great Alaska moose and coastal brown bear to Ibex and Marco Polo
sheep, hunters are able to return year after year with Cavner and Julian for different hunts on a variety of
animals. Privately owned by Preston and Stacie Cavner, this guide service has been in operation in Alaska
for over fifteen years, consistently hunting the premier areas Alaska, and has expanded to offer some
incredible hunts in Kyrgyzstan and Mongolia.

Cavner and Julian is based out of Alaska and operates Stonewood Lodge in Lake Clark Alaska,
Pacific Bear Bay Lodge on the Alaska Peninsula, Swiftwater Camp and more camps in remote locations.
The main Stonewood Lodge has all the qualities of a world class sportfishing and recreational lodge
and provides the most comfortable of settings for our guests to relax in after enjoying a spectacular
adventure. Cavner & Julian’s goal is to provide a continued level of the highest qualities and give to our
guests a hunting experience that is second to none.

Preston and Stacie Cavner
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Peninsula Bear Hunts

Peninsula Brown Bear Hunt Price List
Spike Tent Camp (traditional Hunt)

Our brown bear areas on the Peninsula are producing some fabulous trophies, providing some
great opportunities for world class bears. The location of Pacific Bear Bay Lodge is geographically the
most ideal setting for hunting, fishing, and recreation with the use of boats, aircraft, argo, atv’s and rafts.
Bear density is high in our areas and we have consistently harvested some of the largest brown bears
taken each season. With some camp locations, it may be optional to combine fall bear hunting with fishing
directly at the camp or from Stonewood Lodge in Lake Clark on conclusion of the hunt. We use the most
up to date and proven equipment, gear, and supplies and provide our hunters with detailed information and
gear list in the months prior to their hunt.

The Spring Season on the Peninsula for
coastal Brown Bear runs from May 10th - 31st
of even years and the fall season runs from
October 1st - 21st of odd years. Most flights
leave from Anchorage to our camps, making it
easy for our hunters and their gear. It is also
possible to make arrangements for a
non-hunting participant to accompany a
hunter—we have hosted many spouses at camp
or Stonewood Lodge during the hunting trips.

Request (8 days)
Request (10 days)

Request a brochure with
pricing. Email
us at:
Request
(8 days)
Request (10 days)
info@huntingadventure.com

Cabin Hunt

Lodge Hunt (Cabin, Argo & Boat Hunt) Request (8 days)
Request (10 days)

Cabin Hunts Available

Argo Hunt (2x2, dedicated Argo)

Request (8 days)
Request (10 days)

Backpack Bear Hunt w/ Packer

Request (8 days)

Group Hunts
Northwest Odyssey
(Yacht Based Hunt - 3min/4max)

Request (9-10 days
with travel)

Exclusive Lodge Booking (3min/4max) Request (8 days)
Wolf Hunt (Sep 26-Oct 4)
Non-hunting participant/Wolf/Fish

Request
Request

Hunt DATEs
Fall dates of odd years (2017, 2019, 2021):
Sep 30 - Oct 9 / Oct 4 - 15 / Oct 9 - 20 / Oct 13 - 22
Boat Based Hunts: Sep 29 - Oct 7 / Oct 7 - 14 / Oct 14 - 22
Spring dates of even years (2018, 2020, 2022):
May 9 - 20 / May 11 - 20 / May 20 - 31
Boat Based Hunts: May 8 - 17 / May 17-24 / May 24 - June 1

Additional hunt days may be available.
Current air charter rates have averaged $1,850 roundtrip
on this hunt; additional costs apply on unscheduled days.
U.S. Residents: Hunting License $160, Bear Tag $1000
Non-U.S. Resident: Hunting License $630, Bear Tag $1300
Fishing license $29-$105. Guiding available at $500 per day
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Archery Bear Hunts
With over 15 years experience of succesfully
hunting bear by archery we have established
methods for good and consisent hunts. These hunts
can be booked either spring or fall.

“Cavner and Julian was a perfect
set up that provided great stalk
opportunities for the bowhunter.
What an awesome adventure”
—Randy W, Hoyt Archery

Accommodations at camps vary from
cabins or deluxe style tents. Meals are filling
and satisfying, featuring cooked specialty
dishes and supplemented with fresh vegetables
and fruit. You can also be assured we’ll cook
up any freshly caught fish or seafood and
supply some smoked salmon and wild game
sausage. There are also plenty of snacks and
warm drinks to keep you full and content.

We are committed to providing our
hunters with not only success but an organized
and enjoyable experience. Every detail matters
to us and we take extra care to provide an
incredible and memorable hunt.

“First of all, thank you again for one of the best hunts ever.
I just don’t know how it could have been better—great facilities,
equipment, food, location, transportation, guides, trophies, and as I
mentioned, great pre-hunt instruction.” —Hugh J.
“I saw more bears the first morning of my hunt than I did on my
entire previous two Brown bear hunts combined.” —Bryce T.

“I have taken over 120 species on four continents. I rate Cavner and
Julian as one of the best outfitters I’ve ever hunted with.” —Rick S

Peninsula Cabin/tent Options
Request one of the following camps for your brown bear hunt.

Ramsey Tundra Camp (supercub drop, tent)
Hill Side Camp (supercub drop, tent)
Big River Hillside Cabin (argo drop off)
Joe’s Corner (best booked as Argo hunt)
Bridge Cabin (argo/4 wheeler hunt)
Ivanof Cabin/Tent (best booked with NWO, argo hunt)
Ramsey Beach Cabin/Tent
Craig’s Pass (argo or backpack, tent hunt)
Herring and Ramsey Bay (accessed from main lodge)
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“Preston knows big penninsula

Testimonials
bears and his area is second to none.
The beaches we hunted looked like
the brown bear version of
‘Jurassic Park’.”
—Tom Miranda
ESPN Outdoors

“I had the hunt of a lifetime with Cavner & Julian in May of 2016.
I killed a very nice 9 ½ foot bear about half way through the hunt.
The guides, food, and accommodations were all great. We dined on
morel mushrooms, fiddle-head ferns, saltwater muscles, dungeness
crab, and fresh flounder to name a few of the great meals. I also
slept indoors most of the hunt, which is a rare luxury on a hunt like
this. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend this hunt..” —Vern S.
“After two previous unsuccessful brown bear hunting trips with
other outfitters, a close friend recommended Cavner and Julian to
achieve my lifelong dream. The hunt was well coordinated with
excellent communications. I killed the bear of my dreams on day
five of the hunt. I would highly recommend Cavner & Julian to help
you fulfill the bear of your dreams.” —Tom N.

2x2
1x1
1x1
2x2
1x1
2x2
1x1
1x1
1x1

“I want to thank Preston and his guys for helping me achieve my
goal of killing a trophy brown bear with a bow. Preston is extremely
professional and detailed-oriented, the Alaska Peninsula is truly a wild
and beautiful place, and to is definitely LOADED with bears!” -—Mike W

12th in World Pope & Young

Peninsula Wolf Hunts
“I chose an option to go wolf
hunting and my guide was able to
call in a trio of wolves. This was no
accidental sighting but amazing we
were able to purposefully go out
wolf hunting and promptly bag a
wolf.” —Ralph D.
“A wolf started howling behind us.
We moved around to the other side
of our vantage point and after a few
minutes of glassing we located him.
My guide gave a howl and the wolf
turned and started coming towards
us on the large stream bed. The
wolf has a beautiful white pelt and
he will look great in the trophy
room.” —Dale W.
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Moose Hunts
We’ve all imagined hunting a large Alaskan
Moose - watching as he lazily grazes through marshy
ground moving his majestic set of antlers back and
forth. With a few grunts and calls however, he is
immediately at attention and makes our heart rates
jump as we ready ourselves for the shot. We have
moose hunting camps in some of the best habitat
located in Southwest Alaska, the Alaska Interior, and
on the Alaska Peninsula. Our hunts are conducted
in September each year and after arrival into base
camp you will continue on your hunt by either boat,
argo, horses, or another short hop with a Super Cub
into a spike camp.

Great efforts are put into all aspects of our
moose hunts from gear and equipment to planning
and scouting. We go through a detailed gear list and
general hunt information with each hunter to ensure
they are fully prepared and ready for their hunt. Our
average trophy moose taken are between 55 and
70 inches, with our past hunting seasons harvesting
up to 77 inch moose and the current #4 Boone and
Crockett Alaska moose. We focus on harvesting older
mature bulls and a moose hunt also provides a great
opportunity to hunt Grizzly as well in areas where the
seasons coincide.

Alaskan weather
can be harsh so our tents
are very durable and are
either canvas heated tents
or alaskan bombshelter
style tents that provide great
protection from the weather.
Some tents can be heated
when needed and we are
also able to utilize some
small cabins to hunt from
in some of our areas. We
make our camps as cozy and
inviting as we can—providing
you with a few comforts while
in pursuit of your moose.

Request a brochure with
pricing. Email us at:
info@huntingadventure.com

Moose Hunt Price List
Description

DATE

COST

Boat Drift Hunt
(Jet Boat, tent/cabin)

Sept 4-15
Sept 7-15

Request (Trophy Fees: Moose $4,500 /
Bear $7,000) 8 Day Hunt

Native Hosted Hunt

Sept 4 -15
Sept 7-15

Request (Trophy Fees: Moose $4,500 /
Bear $7,000) 8 Day Hunt

Argo Cabin/tent Hunt
(Peninsula)

Sept 9-17
Sept 18-26

Request (2x2, Trophy Fees: $4,500)
7 Day Hunt (10 days with travel)
Gives the hunters a deducated Argo for the trip

Luxury Boat Based
(Peninsula)

Sept 9-17
Request (Trophy Fees: $4,500)
Sept 18 - 26 7 Day Hunt (10 days with travel)

Horseback Hunt
(Argo & On-foot)

Sept 1-8
Sept 4-14
Sept 8-16
Sept 16-26

Request (Trophy Fees: $4,500)
8 Day Hunt

Combination (Moose
Grizzly/Brown Bear*)

Sept 1- 12

Request (Trophy Fees: $4,500) 8 Day Hunt
*Second Bear, $7,500 Trophy Fee

Sept 5-17
Hunt Two Locations
(Grizzly/Brown Bear* & Sept 11-23
Moose)

Request (Trophy Fees: $4,500) 12 Day
*Second Bear, $7,500 Trophy Fee

U.S. Residents: Hunting License $160, Tags: Bear $1000, Caribou $650,
Moose $800, Wolf $60
Non-U.S. Residents: Hunting License $630, Tags: Bear $1300, Caribou $850,
Moose $1000, Wolf $100
Air charter flights are split among hunters and have averaged $1,850 roundtrip
Fishing license $29-$105. Guiding available at $500 per day

Private Group Hunts
reserve the whole camp for your group
DATE

COST

Min/MAx

Luxury Boat
(Northwest Odyssey)

Sept 9-17
Sept 18-26

Request Price
(Trophy: $4,500)

2min/3max

Moose-Jet Boat Hunt
(Swiftwater Camps)

Sep 4 - 15
Sep 7-15

Request Price
(Trophy: $4,500 /
Bear $7,000)

2min/4max

Moose-Argo Hunt
(Peninsula Camp)

Sept 9-17
Sept 18-26

Request Price
(Trophy: $4,500)

2min/3max

Moose-Horseback
(AK Range Camp)

Sept 1-8
Sept 4-14
Sept 8-16
Sept 16-26

Request Price
(Trophy: $4,500)

2min/4max

CAMP

Price excludes hunting license, air charters, tags and trip insurance.
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Alaska Range Hunts & GRizzly Bear
We have enjoyed some great sheep hunting
and even more so, helping to fulfill the dreams of
our hunters who desire the experience of hunting
Dall Rams. No matter the age or ability of the
hunter, we will work together to provide a hunt
that is tailored to each hunters capability and
can provide extra means of help if needed. We
do not require our hunters to carry a heavy
backpack- most of our past hunters have used a
small backpack or hip pack. We want everyone
that dreams of hunting Dall sheep to have the
opportunity to experience this hunt, it is one that
will be remembered for a lifetime!

Our Dall Sheep hunts are conducted
in August and early September each
year. Depending on the hunting area, we use
different methods of transportation into our areas
by either small aircraft or horses. Newfoundland
pack dogs are also used in some areas for packing
support. If our hunters choose not to carry a pack,
extra help will be on the hunt either in the form of a
packer, horses, or pack dogs.

“I wanted to take a moment to thank you and your staff for a
trip of a lifetime. To be able to hunt in one of the most beautiful
and unspoiled areas in Alaska—it was truly incredible. There
is not a day that goes by that I do not go through the photo’s
and smile at the memories of the hunt. Your staff was one of
the most hard working and positive that I have ever had the
opportunity to spend time in the field with. I was amazed at
the sheep I saw during my hunt and the quality of the Rams.
To have the opportunity to hunt was truly a dream come
true- and to be able to harvest an 11 year old ram was icing on
the cake!” —Brian S.

All trophies taken on a
hunt are professionally
prepared and taken care of at
base camp. We use proper
techniques and methods to
keep the hides in the best
condition possible. For Dall
Sheep, we highly recommend
a life size mount and also
favor preserving velvet on
any Caribou taken in the early
season. Both create a stunning
mount that will be sure to
quickly bring back all the
memories of your hunt. There
are expeditors and taxidurmist
in Anchorage or Fairbanks
that can receive yout trophy
from the field and prepare it for
shipping to your taxidurmist or
final destination.

Dall Sheep, Caribou & Grizzly Price List
Description

DATE

COST

Request a brochure with

Alaska Range Camp
Aug 8 - 17
(Horse/backpack hunts) Aug 17 - 24
Aug 24 - Sep 2

Request (Add Grizzly
$7,000)
pricing.
Email us at:

Dall, Moose, Grizzly
(Combo hunt)

Aug 27 - Sep 10

Request (Moose Trophy Fee $4,500)

Grizzly Bear

Aug 19 - Aug 26
Aug 27 - Sep 3

Request 1x1, Request 2x1

2 Grizzly Bears

Aug 19 - Aug 28

Caribou 2x1

info@huntingadventure.com

Request

Non-hunting participant cost $7,500; Flight cost: Hunters share air charter
cost and the average is approx. $1,850 RT.
U.S. Residents: Hunting License $160, Tags: Bear $1000, Caribou $650,
Moose $800, Wolf $60, Sheep $850
Non-U.S. Residents: Hunting License $630, Tags: Bear $1300, Caribou $850,
Moose $1000, Wolf $100, Sheep $1,100

Grizzly Bear Hunts
Grizzly Hunts offer an authentic
and rewarding Alaska hunting experience.
These hunts are based out of a remote
safari style bush camps in Southwest
Alaska and can be combined with
Stonewood Lodge. The hunts are
primarily done from jet boats
on the rivers with glassing
and stalking or hunting over
spawning salmon.
The Grizzly bears vary in color
from light blonde to darker
chocolate and have beautiful
hides. While their diets vary
heavily they consume an
abundance of salmon in this
region which helps them grow
to an average of 7.5 - 9 feet.
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Northwest Odyssey - Yacht Based Hunts
This vessel was built for Alaska big game and hunting and fishing. Luxury and utility combine
to make this custom built 74 foot vessel a one of a kind hunting tool—equipped with private cabins,
flash freezer, bathrooms, sauna, float plane and skiff ramps. Freeze fish and capes solid in hours for a
great peace of mind. Most hunts include access to our Peninsula land based lodge and cabins which
includes use of Argo’s, ATV’s, and skiffs (Lodge/Argo land based hunts are also available). Book a
single spot on board or booking 3+ hunters gets you the whole boat. We have a variety of both single
species and combo species hunts as well as as fishing charters and National Park Tours available.
Anglers can also take advantage of yacht/Stonewood Lodge combinations trips—every 6th guest stays
free at the lodge and a group of 10 gives you exclusive use.

A new launch for the season

Northwest odyssey Hunt Price List
Description

DATE

Peninsula Brown Bear Sep 29-Oct 7 Request (9-10 days* with travel)
Fall (2017, 2019, 2021) Oct 7-14
Oct 14-22
Request
brochure
pricing.
*This is a atight
Schedulewith
as requested
Spring (2018, 2020)
May 8 - 17
Email
us
at:
by our quests. Additional hunt days
May 17-24
may
be available by request.
info@huntingadventure.com
May 24 - June 1
Peninsula Moose Hunt Sept 9-17
Sept 18-26

Request (Trophy Fees: $4,500)
8 Day Hunt

Wolf & Trophy Fishing Sept-Oct

Request (Add Bison $5,300)
6 Day Hunt

Goat Hunt

November

Request (2min/4max)
6 Day Hunt

Black Bear, Wolf
and Fishing

Apr 15-22
Request (3min/3max)
Apr 22-May 1 6 Day Hunt

Sitka Deer Hunt
and Fishing Trip

Oct, Nov, Aug Request (3min/4max)
6 Day Hunt

May 23-1
Bear Viewing Cruise
(National Parks Tours, June 1-7
Fishing and Adventure)

New
oat
B
m
o
t
s
u
C
Tours

COST

Request
Book 6 people for an exclusive trip

Combo Hunts Available Using Northwest Odyssey - See Page 15

U.S. Residents: Hunting License $160, Bear Tag $1,000, Moose Tag $800,
Black Bear $450, Deer $300, Wolf $60
Non-U.S. Resident: Hunting License $630, Bear Tag $1300, Moose Tag $1000,
Black Bear $600, Deer $400, Wolf $100
Fishing licenses range from $29.00 to $105.00.
Non-hunting participant options and costs vary. Inquire when booking
Air charter flights are split among hunters and have averaged $1,850 roundtrip

Salt &
Freshwater
Combos
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All Species Hunts
Get the most out of one trip to Alaska. We offer excellent multi Species hunts including hunt packages
focusing on not just one geographic area but 2-3 prime locations over the course of the hunt. With
camps up in the Alaska Range to multiple camps (lodges, camps, cabins) down on the Alaska Peninsula,
Cavner and Julian will get you to the most ideal locations for some of the largest trophies in the state.
We operate our own aircraft as well between the prime areas for maximum flexibility.
Our all species hunts include Yacht based hunts, ARGO ATV hunts, jet boat and horse back hunts.
Accommodations for the hunts may make use of the lodge & cabins, wall tents, and traditional Alaska
bomb shelter camps.
Experienced guides and top equipment combine to make your dream
hunt come true. Discuss the possibilities with Master Guide and
owner Preston Cavner about a custom combo hunt with: Brown
Bear or Grizzly, Dall Sheep, Moose, Caribou, and Black Bear
and some bonus trophy fishing. Trophy Mountain Goat and
Black Bear Hunts are also available on board the luxury
yacht the Northwest Odyssey.

This is a VIP hunt with
hunting support that is always
right by your side. When the
weather changes or you have
your trophy, you have more
options. Move onto your next
species quickly or relocate
to different areas—keep your
hunt moving and productive.
Need airport pick up and
hotels lined up on the ends of
your trip? No problem. We will
take care of not ony booking
but we’ll cover these costs so
you start the hunt right and
end on a high note.

All Species Hunts

Request a brochure with
pricing. Email us at:
info@huntingadventure.com

Package One
Species

DATE

Aug 29
Dall (horseback)
Moose(horseback/boat) -Sept 15
Grizzly, Caribou (drawing)

COST

Min/MAx

Request (15 days)

1min/3max

Includes VIP services (hotels, shuttle) and all travel expenses from Anchorage. The hunter starts on
hourseback then transition to Swiftwater Camp and to Peninsula Camp for Argo moose hunt if needed.

Package Two
Species

DATE

COST

Sept 21
Request (14 days)
Moose
Peninsula Brown Bear - Oct 4
Bison & Wolf
(ODD YEARS)

Min/MAx
2min/4max

Includes VIP services (hotels, shuttle) and all travel expenses from Anchorage. The hunter starts on
land then transition to the Northwest Odyssey.

Package Three
Species
Moose, Brown Bear
Black Tail Deer

DATE

COST

Sept 17
Request (15 days)
- Oct 1
(EVEN YEARS)

Min/MAx
2min/3max

Includes VIP services (hotels, shuttle) and all travel expenses from Anchorage. Part of the hunt is based
on the Northwest Odyssey and part tent camps.

Package Four
Species
Moose, Brown Bear
Black Bear
Mountain Goat

Min/MAx

DATE

COST

Sept 20
- Nov 1

Request (12-15 days) 2min/4max
Request (15-20 days) 2min/4max

Includes VIP services (hotels, shuttle) and all travel expenses from Anchorage. Hunt is based on the
Northwest Odyssey and tent camps (as needed).
Air charter flights are INCLUDED IN THE COSTS. Aircraft stays available for relocations on standby daily
Price excludes hunting license, tags and trip insurance.

Yacht
Based Com
bo
Hunts
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Stonewood Lodge

5800 N Cunningham Rd
Palmer, Alaska 99645

Cavner & Julian Inc. • Stonewood Lodge • Pacific Bear Bay Lodge
info@huntingadventure.com • www.huntingadventure.com
(907) 223-9386 • (907) 444-3892

